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Evidence

Based 

Practice

Why aren’t we doing it?



Glasziou & Haynes. The paths from 

research to improved health outcomes. 

Evid Based Nurs 2005;8:36-38



• Even with high rates of transfer between 

stages, there may be little impact on patient 

outcomes

• 80% transfer at each of 7 stages would result 

in only a 21% patient usage (0.87 = 0.21)

• Physicians’ use of vaccine guidelines:

– 90% aware, 67% agree, 46% adopt & 

35% adhere



White Paper, May 2015:

Keeping up to date with reliable 

mental health research



We already know that

• Health professionals need evidence more 

often than they get it 

• Giving clinicians access to evidence reduces 

errors and improves outcomes

• Time for reading research tends to decrease 

as people move further away from their 

training

• Accessibility, usability and reliability are the 

key to providing effective evidence resources



I fell into an avalanche, 

it covered up my soul



Keeping up to date: 

an impossibility

1973 1983 1993 2003 2013

3 11 33 96 249

The number of high quality mental 

health treatment papers you’d have 

to read every day to keep up to date.



“Doctors are overwhelmed 

by information, but can’t 

find information when they 

need it.”

- Richard Smith, Editor, 

BMJ, 2008



EBP was supposed to solve this!

BUT

• New evidence-based guidelines, databases, 

websites and journals are frequently launched

• We are now overloaded with better quality 

information, although pay-walls still get in the way

CRUCIALLY

• We lack the time, motivation, confidence &

skill to use evidence in practice



We need new ways to engage 

with research evidence



Get motivated!
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Be sociable



Be sociable

• It’s essential for building relationships, networks & skills

• Social media is great, especially Twitter

• Connect with a broad group of people



Avoid filter bubbles!



Why use social media?
Keeping up to date

Following 

publications, 

organisations and 

individuals. Side-

stepping traditional 

media.

Networking

Forming 

relationships & 

engaging in a 

conversation with 

these people.

Promoting evidence

Putting reliable 

evidence into the 

ring with the ‘click 

bait’ and 

‘infotainment’.







Read critically



Read critically

• Let’s acknowledge uncertainty

• CASP: If you don’t know, say so!

• Healthy skepticism is rife on social media 

and science blogs

• Elf blogs highlight research strengths and 

limitations

• BUT also provide the ‘so what?’ 

commentary. How should this new evidence 

change our practice?



Share your knowledge



Share your knowledge

TRADITIONAL

• Publish

• Conferences

• Media

NEW

• Public engagement

• Social media

• Personal blog

• Join a blogging platform

• Instantly start a debate!

• Crowd-source 

your peer review



“Blogging helps me think 

critically; not just when I 

blog, but whenever and 

whatever I read!”

Mark Smith, IAPT therapist 

& Mental Elf contributor



Join expert discussions



Evidence-Based Mental 

Health

- Google hangouts

- #EBMHchat

National Elf Service

- Campfires

- #ElfCampfire

Impact factor, 

Antipsychotics, Mood 

disorders in youth, 

Mindfulness

Suicide prevention in 

young people, 

Qualitative research, 

Ritalin for ADHD



Embrace digital



Embrace digital

• Digital 

Natives

People born after 

1980

• Digital 

Immigrants

People born 

before 1980



(Play excerpt: 00:33-03:17)

https://youtu.be/Lp3pFjKoZl8?t=33s

https://youtu.be/Lp3pFjKoZl8?t=33s


Keep up to date, connect with 

experts & manage your CPD



Our ethos

• Open and welcoming

• Fun and 

approachable brand

• Incentivizing people 

to learn

• Creating an 

audit trail 

for CPD

• Evidence-based research

• Critical appraisal & clinical 

commentaries

• Mobile technology

• Gamification



Elf success to date

• Strong brand and ethos

• User-centred and coproduced

• Designed to be accessible and inclusive

• Smashing professional silos and barriers 

to engaging with research

• Big social following

• Democratizing debate

• Gamifying CPD







https://vimeo.com/105680884

https://vimeo.com/105680884


I blog therefore I am

• Mental health

• Social care

• Learning disabilities

• Commissioning

• Musculoskeletal

• Dental

• Child health

• Diabetes

• Stroke

• Public health

• Elder health

• ___________???


